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I.

PURPOSE: To establish policy and procedure in the event of a disturbance or riot within
the Corrections Facility.

II.

POLICY: Disturbance/riots will be handled immediately to ensure the de-escalation of
violence, in order to prevent personal injury to staff and inmates, and property damage to
the facilities.

III.

DEFINITIONS

IV.

A.

CUSTODY EMERGENCY RESPONSE – A unit of four or more Corrections
Deputies responsible for extricating inmates from cells, dayrooms, or yards in a
safe and secure manner.

B.

DISTURBANCES/RIOTS - Any disruptive acts by inmates to cause willful
disorder and confusion.

C.

MAJOR DISTURBANCE - A disturbance involving numerous inmates where the
situation is out of control.

D.

MINOR DISTURBANCE - A disturbance involving a minimal number of
inmates, which can easily be controlled when immediately acted on.

GENERAL INFORMATION
A.

Disturbance/Riot
1.

In a riot situation, time works against the facility and action must be quick
to combat any incident before it escalates. All personnel should watch for
patterns to develop. While any of the below can be due to reasons apart
from a planned disturbance, they can be signs of institutional unrest and
must be analyzed.
a.

Significant changes in inmate's behavior patterns, eating,
recreation, etc.
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b.

A sharp increase in disciplinary infractions.

c.

Sudden reduction in inmates’ visitation.

d.

Challenge to staff authority - a testing of authority.

2.

In a minor disturbance, the first priority is to contain the situation with
sufficient personnel.

3.

In a riot situation, the primary concern is securing the entire facility as
swiftly as possible.
a.

4.

V.

Riots will fall in two general categories - spontaneous and planned
confrontation.

In the event of a hunger strike by inmate(s), the Corrections Division
Commander and/or Facility Supervisor will attempt to resolve the
situation by communicating with the inmate(s) to determine the problem
and possible solution. Should the hunger strike continue for more than 24
hours, medical staff will be advised and will check the physical well being
of the inmate(s) daily to determine the medical care needed.

PROCEDURES
A.

Minor Disturbance
1.

The Corrections Deputy in charge of the area where the disturbance is
occurring will notify Control of the situation and Control will advise the
Facility Supervisor.

2.

The Facility Supervisor and available personnel will respond to the
location of the occurrence.

3.

The Facility Supervisor will evaluate the situation, and determine if a
lockdown of all sections of the facility is necessary. If a lockdown is
determined, the Facility Supervisor or designee will notify Control.
a.

In the event that inmates attempt to flood the area or create an
unsafe area, water will be shut off.

b.

Lockdown will continue until canceled by the Facility Supervisor
or higher authority.
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B.

c.

The affected area will be kept isolated until the situation is totally
resolved. The return to normal operation should be resumed slowly
and methodically.

d.

The Corrections staff supervising the involved area will initiate an
Incident and/or Crime Report.

Major Disturbance
1.

The officer in charge of the area where a riot occurs will notify Control of
the situation, area involved, and approximate number of inmates involved.

2.

In a hostage situation refer to Policy and Procedure 2211.00 – Hostage
Plan.

3.

If a riot is occurring in the facility, Control, via intercom, will immediately
announce a mandatory lockdown for the entire facility and advise the
Facility Supervisor. Refer to Policy and Procedure 1705.00 – Lockdown.

4.

Water will be turned off to the affected area in order to prevent inmates
from flooding the area and creating property damage and/or unsafe
conditions.

5.

The Housing Deputy shall be responsible for securing all inmates who are
out of their housing units (visiting, sick call, etc.).

6.

The Facility Supervisor will dispatch personnel to the location of the riot.
Building One Main Detention Facility personnel will not respond to
Building Two Facility unless so directed by the Shift Supervisor.

7.

Responding deputies will isolate the involved inmates and secure the
facility internally.
a.

8.

Inmates not wishing to participate in the riot will be given an
opportunity to withdraw from the disturbed area.

The Facility Supervisor or Lieutenant will make appropriate notification
of Sheriff's Office personnel and outside departments, if additional
assistance is deemed necessary. The Facility Supervisor will dispatch
armed personnel to secure the perimeter of the facility to prevent escapes
and for outside support.
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C.

9.

The Facility Supervisor or Lieutenant will determine the necessary lawful
forces to be used in order to overcome any resistance and prevent renewed
violence.

10.

After control is established in the affected area, the Corrections Division
Commander, or designee, will give direction as to how and when to lift the
lockdown of the area. This unlock will be slow and deliberate to ensure
against a reoccurrence of the riot or disturbance.

Report - Damage
1.

The Corrections Deputy responsible for the involved area will conduct an
inmate count as soon as the disturbance is terminated.

2.

The Facility Supervisor will designate a Corrections Deputy to write an
Incident/Crime Report covering damages, injuries, or arrests.

3.

All employees will submit supplemental reports indicating observations.

4.

When security equipment is reported damaged, the Corrections Division
Commander, Lieutenant or Facility Supervisor will request immediate
repair through County maintenance personnel.

5.

The Training Section will be provided information so an incident critique
can be done for training purposes.
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